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It was only slightly more than three years ago, in May of 2018, that New Jersey successfully
challenged the Professional Amateur Sports Protection Act (PASPA) in the Supreme
Court,1 thus paving the way for all 50 states to legalize sports gambling. 2 Now, in September
2021, New Jersey has become the first state to eclipse $1 billion in monthly handle,3 which is
the total amount of money in wagers accepted and is perhaps the best indicator of success in
the gambling industry. With this milestone in the rearview mirror, and with sports gambling
growing at an exponential rate, it is useful it to take a look at the impact of the landmark
Supreme Court decision in Murphy and think about both the short- and long-term future for
sports betting around the country.

To understand the evolution of sports betting over the past few years, it is helpful to use an
example, and perhaps the most illuminating case study is the National Football League’s
(NFL’s) recent shift in opinion. As recently as 2018, the NFL had firmly stood with the other
major North American sports leagues in its opposition to sports gambling.4 But recently, no
major sports league has taken better advantage of the Supreme Court ruling as has the NFL.
Sports betting content has infiltrated every aspect of the NFL, from pre-and post-game
coverage to sponsorship deals with the league and its teams and players. This past summer,
the NFL inked lucrative deals with four major sportsbook operators, introducing a new
element to the football content it produces.5 Now, in every NFL game, viewers are almost
guaranteed to encounter content from DraftKings, FanDuel, or another major sport betting
company touting the betting lines for the game or a promotion to join their app and place
your first bet for free. Three or four years ago, this was not what fans would typically
encounter while watching an NFL game.
The NFL’s relationship to sports betting represents a microcosm of the broader American
public opinion. The vast majority of Americans (80%) now approve of sports gambling,6 yet
actual legislation has not kept pace, as only 28 states plus Washington, D.C. have “live, legal”
sports betting.7 While many states have passed legislation legalizing sports gambling, many
others have yet to take any action, and most states have not developed the same
infrastructure that New Jersey has, something that has permitted New Jersey to reap such
extensive monetary benefits over the past three years. In fact, the only other state close to
New Jersey’s total handle is Nevada,8 a state that has had a strong gambling infrastructure for
years, mainly through Las Vegas casinos and reputation as a gambling haven.
Looking at the simple math behind New Jersey’s early success, it is perplexing why many
states have not looked to New Jersey for guidance or, at a minimum, pass legislation to
establish a presence in the sports betting market. In New York, where sports betting is legal,
but online betting specifically is yet to be legalized, many who are looking to place sports bets
have turned to biking over the George Washington Bridge in order to avoid tolls and place
their bets in New Jersey where online betting is legal.9 It is not so clear why states like New
York have legalized sports betting but not online betting. Online gambling is an obvious step
for entering into the sports betting landscape, as it will be hard to compete with states like
New Jersey when bettors only have limited options in their home states. But while some states
have moved slowly in adopting online gambling and other simple methods to attract users
and raise revenue, others are thinking of innovative ways to enter the market and effectively
engage with sports betting audiences.
At Capital One Arena in Washington, D.C., home to the NBA Washington Wizards and NHL
Washington Capitals, a Caesars Sportsbook, an 18,000-square-foot facility, has opened up as
a part of the physical arena.10 The facility essentially combines a casino and a sports bar,
offering fans a place to grab a bite to eat and watch the games, while also providing a place
to place bets 365 days a year.11 So while the actual arena may only be active during sporting

events or concerts, Caesars Sportsbook will be open every day. Soon, this may be the norm, as
other arenas and stadiums around the country could incorporate sportsbooks into their own
facilities and keep them open during times that are not designated for sporting events.
Overall, sports gambling, which was once seen as taboo and the actions of criminals and
degenerates, has now become part of the mainstream sports culture. Individual professional
athletes and sports franchises have taken advantage of sponsorship opportunities, and it only
appears that more deals and influence are in sight. With more states set to pass laws, thus
creating new markets and opportunities, expect to see a lot of creativity (like Capital One
Arena) as states seek to create economic advantages for companies to invest in sports betting
in their respective states.
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